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Fig, 1 

The main problem is, that the value or change rate of arc resistance not 
constant, but highly dependent on the arc quenching medium and the 
construction of the circuit-breaker. Nowadays, knowledge of complicated 
phenomena related to circuit-breaker arc permits exact, quantitative 
calculations, 

The physical phenomena and the data required for calculations are 
mainly known for air-blast and sulphur hexafluoride-type circuit-breakers, 
developed during the last decades, 

In the case of oil circuit breaker, for the most part experimentally 
developed earlier, enough knowledge and data for exact calculations are not 
available. 

Meanwhile some drawbacks of oil circuit breakers such as the restriking 
phenomenon under interrupting capacitive load have been managed to 
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eliminate. But the oil-circuit breakers have some advantageous features, for 
example the low price, simplicity, low energy for operation, which are still 
unique nowadays. 

F or their further improvement, it is therefore necessary to know and 
calculate the physical processes. 

1, modelling of the electric arc 

The substance of the known various dynamic arc-theories does not much 
differ. The basic physical effects can be well followed according to the so-called 
"cybernetic arc-model" [4J, [5J, [6]. The dynamic model of an arc extinguished 
by gas flow is seen in Fig. 2. The electrical conductance G and the heat-content 
Q are related by the temperature profile of the arc. 
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Fig. 2. An arc-model for gas blast circuit-breakers 

The rate of change of heat content is proportional to the difference 
tween the power u . i and the power loss However, the input povv'er 

also on the arc resistance. 
be "'ritt",,~ 

-=11'/-dt ". (1) 

dt aQ dt 

Substituting the energy balance equation (1) into Eq. (2), a general form of the 
dynamic arc-equation is obtained [lJ: 

1 dG aG(O) 1 
- = -----(u·i-P) 

G dt aQ G 1 
(3) 
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or in another form: 

where arc resistance 

-- - rate 

1" = ---- - a paralllel:er time the so··ca,neo tller·m~:l.l arc 
constant". 

Val1.0l1S a1;sUlmptloI1S the cla~;Slc:a! 
or In the case of a st~ltl,onary 

power loss. In the case of tnms,ieIlt 
"Ul.Li:l.IJl1; stationary arc 

Depending on the method of assigning a tn:m:sient 
U""'A,11<' well-known arc equations arise. If has a constant 
equation is derived. In case, the stationary an~-,!ol:ta!Ze 
current is a hyperbola. Assuming that the 
corresponds to the stationary arc resistance (Ra = 
derived. 

1 1 

also 
ar<>equatllon is 

If both the respective stationary and transient power losses, and currents are 
equal (i = Is), Hochrainer's arc-equation is obtained: 

or written in the usual form: 

dG Gs-G 
--=---
dt L 

4 Periodica Pol)~echDjca EL 24/1-2 
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i 
where Gs = U 

s 
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stationary arc conductance 

i 
G = - - transient arc conductance. 

u 
The model in Fig. 2 and (4) are valid only if the thermal ionization is 

predominant in the arc column and the arc is supposed to be in thermal 
equilibrium. 

Measurements showed, that the constants generally used in Eq. 4 (r and 
Pt) are in fact not constant, but are better defined as "parameters". 

These parameters are usually obtained from current and voltage 
oscillograms by the relationships 

_ _ du 1 di 
t=_·_-_·-

u clt dt 

= lA' i 

For the relationship F (Pin) the classical Mayr's theory would give a SlC)jJlng 

strm!~m line, but reality it is not rei:;UiHl,ea.T 

To obtain the parmneteI's m case, the derivative of is also 

Fig. 3 

The arc device of the circuit breaker is the so-called "self-
extinguishing" that is, the efficiency of arc suppression depends upon the 
value of breaking current. This advantageous characteristic exists essentially 
because of a "feed-back mechanism" of the physical processes as it is shown in 
Fig. 4. While in gas-blast circuit breakers, the velocity of the gas flow primarily 
depends on outer effects (e.g. reservoire pressure), on the other hand in 
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selfextinguishing type circuit breakers the generated gas volume highly 
depends on the arc parameters. power loss of arc generates gases and 
vapours from the oil. Experience shows the volume of released gases and 
vapours to be proportional to the arc energy. 

Fig. 4. An arc~model for oil circuit-breakers 

resl.stance can be :StUdle:G 

The arc conductivity is described the eqUatl()fl 

where T - gas temperature 
p - pressure 

A and B - constants 

B 
. e T 

The cooling effect of the gas flow can be taken account in the value of 
power loss PI' 

The arc conductance is proportional, mainly at high current values, to 
that part of the cross section which has a fairly good electrical conductivity. 

The velocity of the flowing particles is maximum in the hot axis of the arc 
column, at a temperature of 6000 -15000 OK. On the other hand, in the axis of 
the arc column the gas density is at a minimum, so that the mass-flow in the axis 
is negligible. Due to this effect, the effective outlet area of the arc chamber is 
reducing under arcing, so that the pressure inside the chamber also depends on 
the arc cross section. 

4" 
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According to the model in Fig. 4 the investigations could be divided into 
t\VO 

a) Investigation of the electrically conducting part of the arc plasma; 
The investigation of heat transfer, gas flow and pressure conditions 

mainly the problems of electrical modelling of arc plasma will be 
detailed, without penetrating into pressure, flow and heat-transfer problems. 

According to Fig. 4 and 8, the electrical conductance of the arc column 
G depends on both the heat content of arc plasma Q and the pressure p: 

G=G(Q, p) 

The derivative of 2 respect to time may therefore be written: 

aG dQ ac dp 
clr dt + -ap . dt . (9) 

Fig. 5. Current interruption oscillogram U =26.25 kV, 1=10 kAmps 
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of an arc interrupting 10 kAmps 

Substituting Eq, (1) into Eq, (7) and dividing by G yields a dynamic arc 
equation, 

1 dG aG 1 oG 1 dp -'- = -'-{u'i-P)..L. -'-'
G dt aQ G \ I I op G dt 

(10) 
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or, written in the usual form: 

where Pa is a parameter in pressure units. 

1 dp 

Pa dt 
(11 ) 

With varying parameters, Eqs (10) or (11) can be used for describing 
electrical phenomena in oil circuit-breaker. Compared to other arc control 
devices, there is such a great change in pressure that must be taken into 
account. Voltage, current and pressure oscillograms measured in an axially 
blown type small-oil-volume circuit-breaker is seen in Fig. 5. 

The derivative of the pressure is approximated by means of the formuia 
[2]: 

dp u . i . . T pAout • VOU! 

273· v~ Vi 
(12) 

where P "·WC""""-'" in arc-chamber 

v - vel;ocil:y 

inl:erruj)tion was account 

. i) obtained me:aslLl.re:d data 
same 

ol.!-circulll-b!re:akers, The deVl3LtlCH'l 
out by a positive . i). 

In case, the "arc-time constant" is negative. Until now, there was no 
sufficient expianation of this phenomenon and the time-constant was 
considered as physicaliy meaningless. 

Evaluating test data for oil-circuit-breakers, the value of function F(u . i) 
was found to be negative but its derivative to be positive during the greater part 
of the half-period. It seems to be physically reasonable, because the arc 
resistance is decreasing in the first part of the half-period. 
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The positive value of the derivative . i) was attntmlted to 

the negative term from pressure change. But 
1 dp 

term Into 
PA dt 

account, a negative value for 
1 

was a of 
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Fig. 7. Electrical conductivity of nitrogen vs. temperature at atmospheric pressure 
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Fig. 8. Internal energy per unit volume of nitrogen vs. temperature at atmospheric pressure 
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In Eq. (13) Rare and PI always have positive values. The arc conductance G and 
heat content (Q) can be expressed by the following equations: 

G ~ r 2rrJ a(T(r,z))·rdr·dz 

o 0 

fare r arc 

Q = f 2n f q(T(r, Z))· rdr' dz 

o 0 

where r - radial coordinate 
z - axial coordinate 
T - temperature in OK 

(14) 

(15 ) 

r are radius of electrically conductive part of the arc plasma (at about 
5000 

lare - arc length 
,z)) - arc conductivity (Fig. 7) 

q - inner energy per unit volume (Fig. 8) 

both the conductance G and heat content Q upon the 
tennpi5ratm:e T, the from (13) is: 

-:--------- ~ 0 

o 0 

eie1ctfllcal COlldllCtivil;y (0") as a iunctlCm of tenlperature IS rej:ire~;ented m 
7. The deri'/'atlve of electrical conductlvlty-cllf1ie is 

gre~atl:~r than zero. The of energy per unit volume 
reSDe,;t to temperature is seen in Fig. 8 to be positive at low temperature but 

a certain temperature it becomes negative. 
The curve q(T) in Fig. 8 refers to nitrogen gas, but the shape is similar for 

other gases. The sloping part of the curve is due to decreasing of density with 
the increase of temperature (Fig. 9). The density increases with pressure. 

The arc-model calculations published until now mainly referred to the 
current-zero range, where the plasma temperature is relatively low, making 
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negative time-constants to be unfrequent and considered to be irrelevant. One 
must remember, however, that in the low-current range, additional ionization 
may arise from a high electric field, which also decreases the value offunction F. 

Further measurements are needed to justify and refine the model of the 
described processes. 
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Fig. 9. Mass density of nitrogen vs. temperature at atmospheric pressure 

The circuit-breaker-arc as an element of the network can be described by differemial equations. In oil 
circuit breakers the arc generates gases and vapours which affect the arc itself through a "feedback 
mechanism". This phenomenon, neglected earlier is discussed in this article. It is well known from several 
stu,dies that in certain case the arc-time constant evaluated from measuremems had a negative value. 

Until now, there has not been sufficient explanation for the negative value of time constant. 
investigating the arc quenching processes in oil circuit-breakers a possible solution to this problem is given. 
which can be generalized for arc phenomena in other kinds of circuit breakers. 
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